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Ticketing Concourse:
Plan: (2) 124' wide x 260' long ticketing areas flanking a central 52' x 260' circulation zone
Heights: Vaulted ceilings, 46' to 56' and 54' to 64'; central skylight, 68' to 70'; fixtures, 35' a.f.f.
Lighting: (40) M412-315C-3-81-2-VR,VX,VB-0 uplights with halogen restrike, modified side arms,
custom backsplash shields and accessory cross baffles (8 units at end walls only)
Estimated illuminance on ceiling: 10 fc average initial (ticketing zones)
Estimated indirect contribution to floor: 3 fc average initial (ticketing zones)
Estimated power density of uplights: 0.18 W/sf

elliptipar Style M412
The $1.03 billion Central Terminal B
is Sacramento County’s largest
capital project to date. It replaces a
1967 facility with a 353,000 sq. ft.
“landside” terminal and a separate
19-gate, 316,000 sq. ft. “airside”
concourse, connected by an automated
people mover. Main elements of the
buildings are nearly transparent glass
exterior walls and curved roof lines.
The ticketing area’s vaulted ceilings
incorporate accent bands of redwood
recycled from the former FranklinThornton Bridge.
These ceiling forms and materials are
illuminated by elliptipar Style M412
uplights with sawtooth backsplash
shields that minimize spill light on the
column mounting surfaces. 3000K
pulse-start CMH lamps enhance the
warm character of the ceiling panels.
Units located adjacent to perpendicular
window walls also incorporate one-way
cross baffles to control light that might
otherwise pass through the glazing to
the exterior. Electronic ballasts with
0-10V dimming control reduce indirect
lighting levels when sufficient daylight
is available from the perimeter walls,
clerestories and central skylight.
Central Terminal B, a project dubbed
“The Big Build,” achieved LEED Silver
certification for employing highperformance green technology. It was
the largest airport terminal in the U.S. to
achieve this and the first example with
two airport buildings constructed at the
same time.

Style M412 is available in three wall-mounted
configurations (Position 3 shown above) as well as
single and back-to-back pendant arrangements.
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Indirect illumination provided by the Style M412 uplights works in
concert with direct downlighting from the central ceiling slots and
backlighting of the translucent ticketing canopy elements.
Style M412 is Cradle to Cradle Certified ,
designating environmental safety and reusability
in component materials.
CM

Cradle to Cradle Certified CM is a certification mark licensed
by the Cradle to Cradle Products Innovation Institute.

Units for Terminal B incorporate custom extended
side arms and backsplash shields. Accessory
cross baffles are provided at locations adjacent to
perpendicular window walls.
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